We present a simple approach to the analysis of fMRI data collected from several runs, sessions and subjects. We take advantage of the spatial nature of the data to reduce the noise in certain key parameters, achieving an increase in degrees of freedom for a mixed effects analysis. Our main interest is the analysis of the resulting images of test statistics using the geometry of random elds. We show how the Euler characteristic of the excursion set plays a key role in setting the threshold of the image to detect regions of the brain activated by a stimulus.
1 Introduction
The data and a simple model
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data from a single 'run' consists of a time series of three-dimensional images collected every ¹3 seconds while the subject is performing a task or receiving a stimulus inside the scanner. One of the rst objectives, which we shall concentrate on here, is to nd which areas of the brain are activated by the task or stimulus. An example of this is shown in Figure 1 .
It should be remembered that fMRI does not directly measure the thing we are most interested in -electrical activity of the neurons -but the changes in blood oxygenation indirectly caused by this activity. The fMRI response to a stimulus is delayed and dispersed by about 6 seconds, modelled by convolution of the stimulus with a haemodynamic response function (HRF) (see Figure 2 ). A simple model at a point s in D-dimensional Euclidean space (Dˆ3 here) is a linear model
Y(s)ˆXb(s) ‡ s(s)e(s)
where Y(s) is a column vector of n observations at point s, X is a design matrix incorporating the response to the task (common to all points), b(s) is a vector of unknown coef cients, s(s) is an unknown scalar standard deviation, and e(s) is a column vector of temporally correlated Gaussian errors. 1 The HRF can be modelled as a gamma function, or difference of two gamma functions, whose parameters may also be estimated, creating a nonlinear model 2 , 3 . Liao et al. 4 give a simple method based on a linear model for estimating the delay of the HRF at every voxel. More complex models for the HRF have been estimated by Bayesian methods. 5 A 'balloon' model has been proposed for the HRF and Bayesian methods used to estimate it. 6 For simplicity we shall assume that the HRF is known for the analyses presented here.
So far it looks like a straightforward statistica l problem of tting a model for the response to the task, estimating parameters, then making inference about effects. But what makes fMRI data intriguing is the spatial aspect -each observation Y(s) is an entire three-dimensional image, rather than a single value, and neighbouring voxels (3D pixels) tend to be correlated. It is this feature that we shall concentrate on here -we shall see that inference for an image of test statistics involves some deep results in the geometry of random elds.
Computation issues
Before proceeding further, it is worth pointing out the limitations imposed on our choice of analysis by the sheer size of fMRI data. Each three-dimensional image is typically 128 £ 128 £ 24 voxels or about 3 MB of double precision reals. There are typically 100-200 such images in a run, several runs in a session, several sessions on each subject, and several subjects in a study. Altogether, a study might comprise 100 GB of (uncompressed) data. Not a lot by current standards, but far exceeding the memory of current computers. We cannot simply read all the data into R or SAS and perform standard analyses. Special code has to be written to deal with the data, piece by piece. Figure 1 One slice of the rst scan of the fMRI data (front of the brain on top) while the subject received an alternating hot and warm stimulus, interspersed with rest periods. The corresponding image of T statistics (111 df) for testing for the effect of hot-warm stimuli is shown below. On the right are the time courses at three pixels chosen to illustrate (a) a highly signi cant effect, (b) no signi cant effect, and (c) drift. For colour, see http:==www.math.mcgill.ca=keith=smmr=smmr.pdf.
Even then computer time restricts the complexity of analyses: simply averaging the time series of one run at each voxel takes several seconds. In some sense we are back to the old pre-computer days and we must look for simple methods (linear rather than nonlinear models, methods of moments rather than maximum likelihood), and computational short cuts (e.g., re-using matrix inverses, overwriting data structures) to get the analysis done in a reasonable time.
The spatial component
One simple approach, optimal under certain conditions, is to ignore the spatial component for the time being, and carry out separate analyses at each point, that is, t the model (1) separately at each point s ignoring the neighbours. The parameter estimates may not be fully optimal, but they will be unbiased, and hypothesis tests will be valid. However, at certain steps in the analysis, it is worth borrowing strength from neighbours to reduce noise in parameter estimates. A simple way of doing this is spatial smoothing by running a three-dimensional kernel smoother over the parameter image.
Which parameters should we choose for smoothing? The parameters of primary importance are the effects we are interested in [c 0 b(s) for a contrast vector c], and their standard deviations. The key quantity for activation detection is their ratio, or T statistic, T(s). These parameters are not smoothed, since smoothing always increases bias as the cost for reducing noise. Smoothing is perhaps best reserved for parameters of secondary importance, such as temporal correla tions or other ratios of variances and covariances. This is the approach we take here.
Detecting activation
The experimenter often wants to know which regions of the brain are 'activated' by the task. This is often the most important, but not the sole goal of the study. Increasingly investigators are interested in other aspects such as the temporal dynamics of the response, and which areas are co-activated or 'functionally connected', and how these connections change under different tasks or conditions. Here we shall concentrate on the simple question of detecting 'activation', a local increase in the effect of the task, with most of the brain unaffected by the task.
This problem has much in common with outlier detection: a few outlying voxels among a large number of unaffected voxels; thresholding a test statistic T(s) at each voxel; problems of multiple comparisons. It is the latter which we shall concentrate on in Section 3. The problem is fascinating because we now have a huge number (¹100 000) of test statistics which form a three-dimensional image. Moreover this image T(s) is best regarded as a discrete sampling of a continuous smooth random eld (s 2 < D rather than the lattice of voxels). This has spurred a recent revival of random eld theory that has produced some fascinating new theoretical work that we shall touch on in Section 3.2.
2 Modelling fMRI data
Why a univariate analysis
Before tting the model (1) separately at each voxel, it is worth looking at the conditions under which this is optimal. If the design matrix is the same at each voxel (reasonable -the whole brain receives the same stimulus) then separate analyses are optimal if the spatio-temporal correla tion structure is separable. This is the case if the variance of all the observations (written as a single space £ times vector) is the Kronecker product of spatial and temporal variance matrices. In particular, the temporal correlations must be the same at every point in space, and the spatial correla tions must be the same at every point in time. There is strong evidence that temporal correlation varies spatially ( Figure 3) , although it appears to be roughly constant in grey matter, the regions of most interest. So by tting the model separately at each point, we sacri ce a little ef ciency, but the analysis is simpler and faster.
Modelling the temporal correlation
Focusing on the temporal correlation structure, a simple and computationally convenient model is the AR(p) model. Fortunately an AR(1) model seems to be adequate for low eld (1.5 T) fMRI data. We t this using the old Cochrane-Orcutt method of rst estimating the mean parametersb b(s) by least squares, then the AR(p) parameters via the Yule-Walker equations. These are modi ed slightly to reduce bias by equating the observed temporal autocorrelations to their expectations. 7 This bias reduction is the rst step in a Fisher scoring algorithm to nd ReML estimates. Its main advantage is that it is computationally very cheap to implement. Spatial smoothing of the AR(p) parameters reduces noise. We then pre-whiten the data Y(s) and the covariates X by the AR(p) model (computationally cheap) and re-t the linear model to obtain estimatesb b(s) and its variance Var(b b(s)) in the usual way. Obviously this model could be better tted by full ReML, but even the above simple method takes 5-30 minutes (depending on the order of the AR model).
A mixed e¡ects model for combining e¡ects across runs,
sessions and subjects A great deal of effort goes into analysing fMRI data from one run, but the equally important problem of combining these results across runs (see Figure 4 ), sessions and subjects has received less attention. Ideally we would like to combine all the fMRI data into a hierarchical mixed effects linear model, but again the computational cost is prohibitive. Instead we have elected to treat each stage in the hierarchy separately, that is, we take the estimated effects from one stage, for example, E iˆEi (s)ˆc 0b b i (s) where subscript i refers to run i, as 'observations' in a mixed effects linear model at the next stage: Since the number of time points is high (100-200) then the xed effects standard deviation s F i can be accurately estimated from the rst-level analyses byŜd Sd(c 0b b(s)) and taken as xed. The random effects standard deviation s R is then estimated by ReML using the EM algorithm (for stability).
Figure 3
The coef cients of an AR(4) model tted to the residuals from the linear model, bias reduced and smoothed, for one slice. Temporal correlation is higher in grey matter than white matter. An AR(1) model appears to be adequate. For colour, see http:==www.math.mcgill.ca=keith=smmr=smmr.pdf.
One drawback of the EM algorithm is that it always produces positive variance estimates. These can be considerably biased, particularly if the true variances are nearly zero. We could opt for a different method such as Fisher scoring or Newton-Raphson but these are less stable, something to be avoided if the method is to be repeated at each one of 100 000 voxels. Instead a simple re-parameterization by subtracting the minimum (s F i ) 2 from each (s F i ) 2 and adding it to (s R ) 2 allows negative estimates of (s R ) 2 which are much less biased. 1 We believe that unbiased estimates of the variance of g g are more important than negative variance estimates.
Why a hierarchical analysis
Again we might wonder if we have lost something by splitting up the analysis into stages, keeping only estimated effects and their standard deviations from the previous stage, and throwing the rest of the data away. To see what happens, rst assume that the standard deviations are known. Provided the runs are independent, then theb b i 's are suf cient for their parameters, since the residuals contain no further information. If contrasts inb b i that are orthogonal to the contrast of interest c 0b b i are free, that is not constrained by a model such as (2) , then generalized least-squares estimates from (2) are optimal. Thus the only loss of ef ciency comes from doing separate univariate analyses of each contrast of interest, rather than a combined multivariate analysis. Again if the regressors z i and the contrast variance matrices were identical for each run, the separate univariate analyses would be fully ef cient.
Spatial pooling to increase the degrees of freedom
A more serious problem is the low degrees of freedom ofŝ s R at higher stage analyses due to the small number of runs, sessions and subjects, as small as 2 in some cases. This is aggravated when we look at images of test statistics later on.
Bizarre phenomena occur for images of T statistics with degrees of freedom less than or equal to the number of spatial dimensions. Exact in nities occur at a multitude of points in continuous space, caused by exact zeros in the denominator. Although these singularities never coincide with the voxels, they can be arbitrarily close if the image is interpolated. Singularities can form strings or even sheets if the degrees of freedom is 2 or 1, respectively.
To avoid these problems, and to ensure stable standard deviation estimates for analysis at the next stage, we try to boost the degrees of freedom by a form of local pooling, analogous to pooling the degrees of freedom from separate levels in a one-way ANOVA. However, the image of estimated standard deviationsŝ s R is far from homogeneous, containing a great deal of anatomical structure (see Figure 5 ) so smoothing this could introduce a lot of bias. Fortunately the ratio of random to xed effects,ŝ s R =ŝ s F , whereŝ s F is the root mean square of theŝ s F i 's weighted by their degrees of freedom, has most of the anatomical structure removed. We smooth this with a kernel smoother to reduce noise, then multiply back byŝ s F to get a much less noisy estimate ofŝ s R .
Its effective degrees of freedom (from a Satterthwaite approximation) depends on the amount of smoothing -the more smoothing is applied, the higher the degrees of freedom. Worsley et al. 1 gives a simple formula for this that assumes the errors e i F , e i R are independent smoothed white noise. The smoothing kernels for both the white noise and the ratio are Gaussians with standard deviations w err or and w ra tio respectively. Then the effective degrees of freedom of the ratio is
where n R is the degrees of freedom of the linear model (2) . The nal effective degrees of freedom n ofŝ s R is estimated by
where n F is the residual degrees of freedom of the xed effects analysis, equal to the sum of the degrees of freedom of theŝ s F i 's. Thus the w ra tio parameter acts as a convenient way of providing an analysis mid-way between a mixed effects and a xed effects analysis; setting w ratioˆ0 (no smoothing) produces a mixed effects analysis; setting w ratioˆ1 , which smooths the ratio to one everywhere, produces a xed effects analysis. In practice, we choose w ratio to produce a nal n which is at least 100, so that errors in its estimation do not greatly affect the distribution of test statistics. This has the extra advantage of allowing us to treat the standard deviations of subsequent contrasts inĝ g as xed, ready for the same analysis at the next stage of the hierarchy.
Summary
In summary, we analyse the data in stages, losing some ef ciency, but gaining computer time and memory. At the rst stage, we t a simple linear model with AR(p) errors by the Cochrane-Orcutt procedure using spatial smoothing to decrease noise in the AR(p) parameters. At subsequent stages we take effects of interest as data and t the simplest form of mixed effects model using the EM algorithm (for stability) to obtain ReML estimates. We take care to obtain unbiased estimates of the variances, at the expense of negative estimates of variance components. Our main novelty is to increase the degrees of freedom by 'pooling' variance ratios (not variances) by spatial smoothing, ready for the next stage in the hierarchical analysis.
Finding`activation' in fMRI data
We now come to the last step, detecting activation. We look for activation in a search region S » < D , usually the whole brain, so that s 2 S. The simplest method, following the strategy in outlier detection, is to create an image T(s) of test statistics for the activation, then choose a threshold t, and declare as 'activated' all points s inside S where T(s) ¶ t. T(s) is just the effect (contrast of interest) divided by its estimated standard deviation, with n degrees of freedom, from any stage in the above analysis.
Before proceeding further, it is worth asking if this thresholding strategy is appropriate. As in outlier detection, we expect most of the brain to be unactivated (E(T(s))ˆ0), and the activation con ned to a small number of isolated regions where E(T(s)) > 0. Suppose nˆ1 (effectively so by the large number of scans per run, or by spatial pooling). Then it can be shown that local maxima of T(s) are maximum likelihood estimators of the location of activation if the shape of the activation matches the spatial correla tion function of the data. 8 Furthermore, local maxima of T(s) are likelihood ratio statistics for testing for activation. This suggests that thresholding T(s) is powerful at detecting activation whose extent matches the extent of the spatial correla tion of the data.
This brings up the interesting question of how much the data should be smoothed before analysis. It is already smoothed by about 6 mm by the motion correction procedure. Ideally, we should smooth the data with a kernel whose shape matches the activation to be detected -the Matched Filter Theorem of the image processing litera ture. Since we do not know the activation in advance, why not try a range of lter widths, and search over these as well as over the search region itself? This adds an extra dimension to the search regions, known as scale space. 9 The price to pay for extra searching, speci cally an increase in the threshold t, has been determined by Siegmund and Worsley 8 and Worsley. 1 0
Bonferroni and false discovery rate
A simple way of controlling the probability of making false discoveries of activation is to make a Bonferroni correction for the number of voxels in the search region. This is obviously too conservative because of the spatial correlation of the data. The voxels are in any case arti cial -in order to combine data on separate sessions and subjects, it must be interpolated and re-sampled into a common image space, changing the number of voxels, but not really changing the data. In Section 3.2 we model the images as continuous random elds.
A recently proposed alternative 1 1 is to control the false discovery rate (FDR), denoted by Q, rather than the probability of ever making a false discovery, denoted by P. This has the advantage that it is unaffected by interpolation and re-sampling, or indeed spatial correla tion, since it is controlling a rate, rather than an absolute count. As a result thresholds that control Q are always a lot lower than thresholds that control P (Figure 6 ).
The geometry of random ¢elds
Our main interest in this section is nding an accurate approximation to the P-value of local maxima inside the search region S. Since these are bounded by the global maximum,
Detecting activation in fMRI data 409 the P-value of T m a x gives a conservative P-value for any local maximum. Extensive work has been done on this for the case where the components of e(s), and hence T(s), are suf ciently smooth isotropic random elds. 1 2 The main tool that we have used is a concept borrowed from topology, the Euler characteristic (EC) of the excursion set. The excursion set A t is the set of all points s 2 < D where T(s) exceeds a xed threshold value s ( Figure 6 ). In three dimensions, roughly speaking, the EC counts the number of connected components of the excursion set, minus the number of 'holes'. For high thresholds the holes disappear and the EC counts the number of local maxima in the image above the threshold. For even higher threshold values near T max , the EC takes the value 1 if the maximum is above the threshold, and 0 otherwise, so that the EC approximates the indicator function for the Figure 4 , cropped to the brain, is shown cutting the mid-cortical surface (top left). The left anterior is facing the camera. The remaining three gures, from top to bottom, left to right, show the search region S (transparent) and the excursion sets A t (blue -see web address below for colour) for thresholds: tˆ1:65 (Pˆ0:05, uncorrected, EC…S \ A t †ˆ42, expectedˆ75.9), tˆ2.66 (false discovery rate Qˆ0:05, EC…S \ A t †ˆ55, expectedˆ39.2), tˆ5.09 (Pˆ0.05, corrected for searching over S, EC…S \ A t †ˆ16, expectedˆ0.05). Note that for high thresholds the holes in the excursion set disappear, and the EC counts the number of connected components. For colour, see http:==www.math.mcgill.ca=keith=smmr=smmr.pdf. event T max ¶ t. Thus for high thresholds E{EC(S \ A t )} approximates P{T max ¶ t}. 1 2 The advantage of the EC is that a simple exact expression has been found for its expectation when no activation is present:
where m d (S) is the d-dimensional intrinsic volume of S and r d (t) is the d-dimensional EC density of T(s). In practice the last term (dˆD), rst found by Robert Adler, 1 2 is usually the most important, and the remaining terms are corrections for when the excursion set touches the boundary of the search region. 1 3 First, the intrinsic volumes of a set S in three dimensions, and their values for S, a ball of radius r, are
The caliper diameter of a convex set is the distance between two parallel tangent planes averaged over all rotations -for nonconvex sets we replace distance by integrated EC of the intersection of S with all parallel planes. The second component is the EC density which depends on the type of test statistic and the threshold
where dot notation with subscript d means differentiation with respect to the rst d components of s. It is quite tricky to evaluate this, but results are available for the EC density of a variety of random elds commonly used as test statistics: the Gaussian random eld, 1 2 w 2 , t and F random elds. 1 4 For example, for a Gaussian random eld r 0 (t)ˆP(T ¶ t)
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The roughness of the random ¢eld
The only unknown parameter is a measure of the roughness of the random eld, given by Var(_ e e) Var(e)ˆ¡ f f (0)ˆlI (6) where f is the spatial correla tion function and I is the D £ D identity matrix. We shall see how to estimate l in the next section. It is interesting to note that the expected EC depends on the spatial correla tion only through this parameter l and nothing else -in other words, the nature of the spatial correla tion away from the origin does not affect the expected EC. If, for example, e is white noise smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of standard deviation w err or (as in Section 2.5), then f is Gaussian with standard deviation 2 p w error and lˆ1=(2w 2 error ). The approximation (3) appears to be very accurate for low P-values (those usually encountered in practice) and search regions S of almost any shape or size, even twodimensional manifolds embedded in three dimensions, so that it can be applied to fMRI data mapped onto the cortical surface. In this case m 3 (S)ˆ0 and the dˆ2 term is the most important.
There has been considerable recent theoretical work on the EC approximation to the P-value. In the case of T(s) a Gaussian random eld and S convex, the approximation (3) is a sum of D terms in decreasing powers of t, plus P{T ¶ t}. It had been conjectured 8 that these were the rst D terms in a power series expansion for P{Z max ¶ z}. This was based on a completely different approach developed by David Siegmund and his co-workers that used volumes of tubes. Here the random eld is approximated by a nite Karhunen-Loève expansion, and the P-value for its maximum is then the volume of a particular tube about the search region, which can be evaluated using Weyl's (1939) tube formula. Takemura and Kuriki 1 5 have proved this conjecture when the expansion is nite. Using results of Piterbarg, Robert Adler has shown that the expected EC is an even more precise P-value approximation than previously thought: the error is exponentially (not just polynomially) smaller than the smallest term in the expected EC expansion. 1 6 
Nonisotropic random ¢elds
The above theory assumes that the random eld is isotropic, in particular that the width of the smoothing kernel w error is constant everywhere. This is rarely the case; fMRI data is smoother in grey matter than white matter, for example ( Figure 7) . We need new theory to cover this case. A simple heuristic, borrowed from the geostatistics litera ture, is to try to warp the brain to a new set of coordinates so that it becomes more nearly isotropic. 1 7 To do this, we must stretch the rough spots where w error is small, and shrink the smooth spots where w error is large. What is required is a form of local multidimensional scaling, where the distance between lattice points is inversely proportional to w error . Once this is done, we can recalculate the intrinsic volumes in the new space and apply the formula (3).
To do this we need a local estimate of w error , or equivalently l 1=2 . This is straightforward. Let r be the vector of pre-whitened residuals from the linear model (1), and let uˆr =( r 0 r) 1=2 be the vector of normalized residuals. It can be shown that
where _ u u is the numerical derivative of u along the edge of the lattice of voxels, is unbiased for l 1=2 . 1 8 Figure 7 shows an example of the corresponding w error .
Why stop at Dˆ3 dimensions? Why not increase the number of dimensions of the embedding space to get a better approximation to isotropy? A glance at (7) , combined with the realization from (6) that l 1=2 is the standard deviation of the derivative of the errors, shows that exact sample isotropy can be achieved if the new coordinates are the normalized residuals in Dˆn dimensions. In other words, we simply replace the threedimensional coordinates s by the n-dimensional coordinates u.
Finding the intrinsic volumes in the n-dimensional coordinate space is straightforward in principle, but tricky in practice. We must divide the transformed search region S S into tetrahedra, triangles, edges and points, nd the intrinsic volumes of each, and combine them in an inclusion-exclusion formula. 1 8 Fortunately, the most important dˆD term is easiest to calculate: the 'volume' ofŜ S in the transformed space is
where now _ u u is an n £ D matrix of numerical derivatives of u with respect to s. Again it can be shown to be unbiased. 1 8 A ball is a lower bound for any search region of the same volume, quite accurate if S is not too concave, so an expedient approximation is to equate m D (Ŝ S) to the volume of the ball, solve for the radius, then nd the lower order intrinsic volumes (using, e.g., (4) for . Grey matter regions are smoother than white matter regions. Outside the brain the smoothness is º6 mm due to the 6 mm smoothing applied during motion correction. For colour, see http:==www.math.mcgill.ca=keith=smmr=smmr.pdf. Dˆ3). We then insert these estimated intrinsic volumes into (3), setting lˆ1 in the EC densities (5) .
We might be concerned that this approach will not work in the limit. There is no concern about what happens as the lattice becomes ner, provided the random elds are smooth. The main concern is what happens as the sample size n becomes in nite, because then the number of dimensions of the embedding space also becomes in nite. However, it can be shown, using the famous Nash embedding theorem, that the number of dimensions required to achieve exact isotropy is nite, in fact less than or equal to D(D ‡ 1)=2 ‡ D. The rigour of this has been rmly established by Taylor and Adler, 1 9 who have taken a more fundamental approach by generalizing Robert Adler's work to random elds on manifolds.
Summary
This section looks at methods of nding activation in a smooth image of test statistics. The P-value at high thresholds is approximated by the expected EC, which has an exact expression for any threshold. The approximation is best when the search region is not too concave -for a highly convoluted search region such as the cortex, it might be better to enclose it in a convex hull rst. The parameters in this expression, the intrinsic volumes of the (transformed) search region, can be estimated from the normalized residuals of the linear model that generated the test statistic. Results are available for all the common test statistics, including Hotelling's T 2 , which has been used for nding differences in brain shape. 2 0 The method is quite general and can be applied in almost any problem (not just fMRI) in any number of dimensions, even when the search region is a two-dimensional surface embedded in three dimensions. In one dimension, the same techniques can be used in functional data analysis to search for say differences in curves. 2 1 Finally, Bonferroni should not be abandoned altogether. The random eld theory critica l thresholds, found by equating (3) to say 0.05 and solving for t, are sometimes larger than the Bonferroni threshold, particularly if the distance between voxels is large or the degrees of freedom is small. There is no contradiction here -Bonferroni is conservative for searching at the voxels, whereas (3) also searches over the continuous space between the voxels. In practice our software always takes the minimum of the Bonferroni and random eld thresholds.
Application
The methods described in this paper were applied to an fMRI experiment on pain perception. 2 2 The idea was to nd which areas of the brain were activated by the perception of pain, as opposed to touch, so the effect of interest was the difference between a painful heat stimulus and a neutral heat stimulus.
After 9 seconds of rest, a subject was given a painful heat stimulus (49¯C) to the left forearm for 9 seconds, followed by 9 seconds of rest, then a warm stimulus (35¯C) for 9 seconds, repeated 10 times for 6 minutes in total ( Figure 2 ). During this time the subject was scanned every 3 seconds (120 frames) using a Siemens 1.5 T machine and 12 slices of 128 £ 128 pixel BOLD images were obtained (2.3 £ 2.3 £ 7 mm voxel steps). The rst three frames were discarded, leaving nˆ117 frames as data.
Two 'box' functions were created for the hot and warm stimuli then convolved with the HRF (modelled as the difference of two gamma functions) and sampled at the slice acquisition times (Figure 2 ). Four covariates for a cubic in the scan time, to allow for drift ( Figure 1) , were added to create the design matrix X. The contrast of interest was cˆ(1 ¡1 0 0 0 0) for comparing the hot stimulus (1) with the warm stimulus (¡1), ignoring the four coef cients of the cubic drift (0 values).
Only part of the data is analysed here -four runs in one session on one subject. Our analysis differs from that in Worsley et al. 1 in that the data here are converted to percentages of the whole brain before analysis -this was found to substantially decrease the noise. Figure 3 shows the (bias reduced) estimated coef cients a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 of an AR(4) model tted to the residuals from one run (run 2) -clearly an AR(1) model is adequate, so this was used for the rest of the analyses. The resulting effects, standard deviations and T statistics (117 ¡ 6ˆ111 degrees of freedom) for the hot-warm contrast are shown in Figure 4 . There seems to be strong and consistent evidence for activation near the centre of the slice.
The four run effects were combined using z iˆ1 in the mixed effects model (2) -the parameter of interest is then the common effect g. Figure 5 shows how the mixed effects standard deviation was calculated by smoothing the ratio of the random to xed effects standard deviation which removes nearly all the anatomical structure. Filter width in image processing is usually measured by its full width at half maximum (FWHM) -for a Gaussian lter with standard deviation w, FWHMˆw 8 log e 2 p . After smoothing with a 20 mm FWHM Gaussian lter (w ratioˆ8 :5 mm), the ratio is close to one both inside and outside the brain (indicating no evidence for a random effect), except for two anterior and posterior regions where there is about 30% extra standard deviation due to random effects. Multiplica tion back by the xed effects standard deviation gives the nal mixed effects standard deviation with about nˆ111 degrees of freedom (n Rˆ4 ¡ 1ˆ3, n Fˆ4 £ 111ˆ444, w errorˆ3 :4 mm), large enough to be treated as in nite. This standard deviation, together with the estimated effectĝ g and the T statistic are shown in the last column of Figure 4 . There is now much stronger evidence for an effect in the centre of the slice.
To threshold the image of T statistics we rst need to assess the smoothness of the image. Figure 7 shows the estimated w error (in FWHM units) of the Gaussian smoothing kernel both over scans [from the 117 residuals of model (1)] and over effects [from the four residuals of model (2) ]. The effects FWHM is much noisier then the scans FWHM because it is based on far fewer residuals. After smoothing the effects FWHM, both show similar patterns of º6 mm smoothing in white matter areas and outside the brain (due to the 6 mm smoothing applied during motion correction) and increased smoothness of º10 mm in grey matter areas. This is why we took the average cerebral smoothing as 8 mm for w error in the calculation of n.
The next step is to de ne the search region S. We took the rst scan of the fMRI data and thresholded it at 450. The estimated roughness integrated over the search region gives an estimated intrinsic volume (in isotropic space) of m 3 (Ŝ S)ˆ7589 (unitless). The other intrinsic volumes can be found either by the spherical approximation [m 0...2 (Ŝ S)ˆ1,48: 8,933:8] or by the more accurate but more complicated tetrahedral lattice [m 0...2 (Ŝ S)ˆ1, ¡821:1, 877:0]. Both methods yield roughly the same Pˆ0:05 threshold, found by equating (3) to 0.05 and solving for t: 5.08 and 5.09, respectively. However, the Bonferroni threshold was smaller: tˆ4:90, because there were only 12 slices in this data set so only 30 786 voxels in the search region. The nal thresholded data is shown in Figure 6 , together with the much lower false discovery rate Qˆ0:05 threshold of tˆ2.66.
Discussion

Other aspects of fMRI data analysis
There are many aspects of fMRI data analysis that we have ignored in this paper. The fMRI data is in fact the modulus of the (complex) Fourier transform of data generated by the scanner, so there might be some additional information in the phase that is presently ignored. The fMRI data is corrected for subject motion in the scanner, resulting in 6 mm smoothing. The fMRI data 'drifts' over time, requiring trend terms in the linear model, or better still, a state-space model. The fMRI data is collected in twodimensional slices at slightly different times, so the response and hence the design matrix X must be slightly different for different slices. The haemodynamic response is quite complicated. It is not quite additive for closely spaced stimuli, nor is the HRF quite constant spatially or temporally. A more sophistica ted approach is to t a proper haemodynamic model such as the 'balloon' model. 6 Most fMRI experiments are repeated in different sessions and subjects, so great care must be taken to align or register data from the same subject in different sessions and different subjects. First an anatomical scan must be acquired on each subject immediately before or after the functional scans, then intensity corrected for nonuniformity, then aligned using either linear or nonlinear transformations to a common atlas standard. The same transformations are then applied to the functional data after registering the functional scans with the anatomical scan. Although there are many common anatomical features in brain anatomy, there can be huge differences at a smaller scale, so exact alignment is impossible and some compromises must be made.
Since the neuronal response only occurs in grey matter, it might seem preferable to project all the data onto the cortical surface and carry out all the analysis (model tting, smoothing, activation detection) in this two-dimensional manifold, a procedure known as cortical surface mapping. 2 3 However, there are considerable technical obstacles to overcome, such as tting a triangular mesh to the cortical surface from the anatomical scan and registering it with the functional scans.
The future: connectivity and EEG=fMRI fusion
So far we have concentrated solely on nding activation of the brain to a stimulus. What is often of more interest is discovering which parts of the brain are functionally 'connected', in other words, how information is transmitted between different parts of the brain. Principal components is very useful at exploring these correlations. Cao and Worsley 2 4 have looked at the six-dimensional random eld of correlation coef cients between all pairs of voxels and applied random eld theory to determine a threshold for nding pairs of 'co-activated' voxels. For more sophistica ted modelling, the number of possible connections between all pairs of voxels greatly exceeds the amount of data available, so some researchers have isolated a small number of regions of interest and applied methods such as path analysis and simultaneous equations.
The main obstacle is that fMRI data can only measure brain activity every few seconds, which is far too slow to discover causal connectivity at the neuronal level. EEG has a much ner temporal resolution, of the order of milliseconds, but trying to infer the spatial distribution of this signal from electrodes on the outside of the head seriously limits the spatial resolution. The ideal would be to combine the two modalities. Many groups are working on this, but there are enormous technical dif culties of simultaneous EEG recording while the subject is in the MR scanner. 2 5 Once these hurdles have been satisfactorily overcome, there will be a very challenging statistica l problem of how to fuse the spatial resolution of fMRI with the temporal resolution of EEG to uncover the true functioning of the brain.
